
RUST REMOVER - A safe, effective
liquid even on long term stains. 

GUM REMOVER - Freezing action.
Great for recent gum deposits.

SOLVENT CLEANER - All solvent
blend for adhesives, paint, ink and
other stains needing dwell time.

Carpet Spotting Kit
IT’S HERE! The New SSS “EMERGENCY” SPOTTING KIT.
Carpet care experts know that every spill is a potential spot or
stain and needs immediate action.

MICRO POWER MITT - Amazing
absorbency, tremendous cleaning.
Durable. Use wet or dry. Guaranteed
for 500 washings.

TAMPING BRUSH - The professional
way to loosen and agitate dry, hard
matter and work chemicals into soiled
areas.

BONE SCRAPER - For loosening
embedded gum and other difficult
matter.

MICROFIBER CLOTH - For blotting.
Tremendous absorbency. Use on
almost any surface. 

PROTECTIVE GLOVES - Practical for
many spills, body fluids, etc.

SPOTTING GUIDE - An easy to read
guide which directs you to specific
stains and removal procedures.
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SPOT SOLVENT PLUS - New fresh
scent for best selling aerosol solvent
spotter. Great for ink, grease, tar and
oil.

ALL PURPOSE SPOTTER - Soil sus-
pender. Great for sugars, foodstuffs
and drinks. Removes Betadine. A solvent
detergent emulsion.

LIQUID SOLVENT SPOTTER - Non-
volatile, water based solvents for
removing grease and adhesives.
Works well on olefin fibers.

BIO-ENZYMATIC SPOTTER - A
blend of good bacteria that produce
enzyme action. Dissolves organic matter
such as urine and vomit.

CARPET RINSE PLUS - “Fresh”
aroma remains after rinsing. Always
the final step. Neutralizes alkalinity,
balances pH.

RED STAIN REMOVER - Takes away
color from juice and food spills. Works
quickly on recent spills. Use with
BOOST for long term stains.

COFFEE STAIN REMOVER - Eliminates
the number one carpet emergency.
Specially formulated for coffee and
tea, brown and light rust stains.

BOOST - A color safe oxygen bleach
for use on all synthetics. Use on long-
term stains for amazing results. Used to
improve efficiency of other spotters.

MSDS - A product MSDS sheet on
each product is included in the kit.

Kit Contains

Also Included

Also Available

PreTreat Plus
PreTreat
Fiber-All
Triple
New Concept
Liquid Defoamer
Foam Eliminator
Carpet Rinse Plus
Carpet Rinse
All Purpose Deodorant
All Purpose Spotter
Bio-Enzymatic Spotter
Solvent Cleaner
Carpet Protector
Anti Static
Automatic Shampoo
Boost
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